THE LITTLE PRINCE

TEST LEVEL 2

Name:

1 Write T (true) or F (false).
1 The man in the desert drew a snake because he saw one in the desert.
2 Snakes catch animals and they eat them whole.
3 Grown-ups were frightened by the man’s picture.
4 The man in the desert stopped drawing pictures because
grown-ups were not interested in them.
5 He became a grown-up and learned to fly planes.
6 He met the little prince on a plane.
/6

2 Circle the correct words to complete the text.
I 1 was / was not hurt. But I 2 could / could not start the plane again. I 3 was / was not alone in
the desert and I 4 had / did not have much water. I 5 didn’t have to / had to work on the
plane quickly. That night, I 6 slept / didn’t sleep on the sand.
Then, the next morning, I 7 was / wasn’t very surprised. I woke up and I heard a voice.
“ 8 Draw / Don’t draw me a sheep, please!” the voice said.
/8
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3 Read the text and choose the best answers (a, b or c).
1 Little prince:
What’s that thing?
Man in the desert: a It crashed yesterday.
		
b It isn’t a thing. It’s my plane.
		
c No, it’s my plane.
2 Little prince:
Did you fall out of the sky?
Man in the desert: a No, I didn’t.
		
b I fell out of the sea.
		
3 Little prince:

c Yes, I did.

Man in the desert:
		
		

a I’m from this planet – Earth.
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Which planet are you from?
b I’m not.
c Yes, the Earth.
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4 Little prince:

Man in the desert:
		
		
5 Little prince:
Man in the desert:
		
		
6 Little prince:
		
Man in the desert:
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Do sheep eat little trees?
a It’s the desert.
b No, sheep don’t eat.
c Yes, sheep eat most things.
Baobabs are small trees. Then they grow up and they become big trees.
a Baobabs are very big trees!
b Of course, but why do you want the sheep to eat the small baobabs?
c Where do you come from?
Draw me a beautiful picture of some very big baobab trees on a small planet,
please. You can show it to people on Earth.
a Yes, then people will understand! Baobabs are bad for planets.
b No, they will not hurt your planet.
c I understand, but there are no Baobabs on Earth.
/6

4 Write Earth or the little prince’s planet.
1 We have to wait until the end of the day to see a sunset on
2
is a big planet.
3
is a very small planet.
4 On
we can see a sunset in one country, but we cannot see
a second sunset in another country one minute after the first sunset.
5 On
you can sit in your chair and watch a sunset.
Then you can move your chair and watch another sunset.
6 You can see forty-three sunsets in one day on
!
/6
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5 Complete the sentences about Chapter Four. Use one, two or three words.
1 Sheep
, I know. Do they eat flowers, too?
2 My work on my plane
and I did not want to talk.
3 I had to work on it quickly because
big problem.
4 I did
water and I was always thirsty.
5 I answered quickly, “Sheep eat
things.”
6 His face was white and
worried.
/6
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6 Match the two parts of the sentences. Draw lines between them.
1 Then the little prince started to cry
a with glass every night.
2 He was better now and I started
b was beautiful.
3 There were other flowers on his planet,
c to work on my plane again.
4 He gave the flower water and he covered her
d to understand.
5 The little prince became angry with the flower
e but this flower was special.
6 Her words were angry,
f but they weren’t important.
7 She made me happy because she
g because she was never happy.
8 I was too young
h and I became worried.
/8

7 Put the information about the four planets in the correct column.
A king lived there.
A lamplighter lived there.
A man lived there.
A writer lived there.
He had stars in the sky.
He had to light the lamp every minute.
He knew about all the planets. He wanted the prince to do things for him. He was a good man.
He was alone.
He wasn’t interested in flowers.
He wrote lots of numbers in a book.
First planet

Second planet

Third planet

Fourth planet
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/12

8 Circle the correct prepositions.
1 The little prince told me the next part in / of / on his story.
2 He looked around / for / from him and said, “Earth is a very big planet. But there are no people.”
3 Then he looked away / down / out and saw a beautiful yellow snake.
4 “Why are there no people at / from / on this big planet?” he asked it.
5 The snake said, “You’re at / in / on a desert.”
6 The little prince looked up at / of / out the sky.

/6
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9 Complete the conversation between the little prince and the snake. Choose the best
answers from the box.
I can bite you and you will go home.
I understand.
Why aren’t you on your planet?
Maybe I am long and thin, but I am strong, and I can help you.
You can be lonely with people, too.
Little prince:
Snake:		
Little prince:
Snake:		
Little prince:
Snake:		
Little prince:
Snake:		
Little prince:
Snake:		

Look, that’s my planet.
1

I left there because my special flower doesn’t need me.
2

Where can I find the people? I’m lonely in the desert.
3

You look strange. You’re very long and thin and you don’t have any feet.
4

How can you help me?
5

/5
10 Answer the questions.
1 How many flowers did the little prince meet in the desert?
2 Why is it easier to find flowers than people?
3 What answered the little prince in the mountains?
4 Who always spoke to the little prince at home?
5 Where did he find thousands of flowers?
6 Which animal did he find under the apple tree?
/6
11 Complete the sentences. Choose the correct words from the box.
tell

learn

be

play

watch

say
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1 You must become my friend and become special. Then I’ll

with you.
2 Now, look at the golden corn over there and I’ll
you more about being a friend.
3 I don’t eat bread. But I’ll
to love the golden corn.
4 I’ll
, “Every time I see the golden corn, I’m happy because it’s the same colour
as my friend’s hair.”
5 You must sit down on the grass over there. Say nothing and I’ll

you.

6 On the next day, come back again. You can sit very near me and we can talk.

We’ll
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12 Complete the text. Choose one word for each gap.
The little prince went to see the roses 1
and he 2
something.
3
The roses in the garden were not special because they were not
friends. On the
4
day he
the fox, the fox was not special. But the fox was special
5
because they were friends. The rose on the little 6
planet
was special too because they were friends. He went back to see the fox. “Goodbye,” the little prince said.
1 again
also
too
2 understand
understands
understood
3 his
their
your
4 meet
meets
met
5 before
now
then
6 prince
prince’s
princes
/6

13 Complete the important things the fox tells the little prince.

Your 1
but your 2
Your 3
She’s your 4
You must always 5

sees the important things in life,
don’t see them.
is special because you tamed her.
said the fox.
your special things.

/5

14 Complete the text. Use the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
Eight days after my plane 1
(crash) in the desert, I 2
(become)
3
4
very worried. I
(can not) fly my plane and there
(be)
5
no more water. The little prince
(start) to tell me more about his journey,
6
but I
(stop) him.
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/6
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15 Complete the text about Chapter Nine. Choose the correct words. There are two
extra words.
desert

stars

fox

true

sand

well

light

beautiful

We walked for many hours. Night came and we could see the 1
in the sky. We did not
2
talk. Then the little prince sat down on the
and I sat down next to him.
3
He was tired, and I was tired, too. He said, “The stars are
because there’s a flower.
You can’t see her, but she’s up there.”
“That’s 4
,” I said.
5
“And the
is beautiful,” he said. “It’s beautiful because there’s a 6
You can’t see it, but it’s there.”
/6
16 Complete the text. Choose the correct words (a, b, c or d).
He laughed and laughed. Then he stopped and he said, “Don’t 1 a come
with me to the snake
b coming
c comes
d to come
2
tonight. It will be
a good
.”
b best
c better
d well
“I don’t want 3 a leave
b leaves
c leaving
d to leave

you,” I said.

“I don’t want the snake to bite you,” he said. He was worried.
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“I 4 a ’m leaving
b ’m going to leave
c ’ll leave
d won’t leave

you,” I said.

That night, he walked 5 a quick
b quickly
c quicker
d quickest
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He said, “Ah, there you are.” Then he held my hand and we walked across the desert 6 a alone
b lonely
c together
d too

.

/6
17 Choose the correct indefinite pronouns.
1 “At home everything / anyone is very small and there isn’t much grass,” he said.
2 But I knew anything / something about him now. He came from a very small planet.
3 I do not want to forget nothing / anything and I want you to learn about it, too.
4 He looked up, but he could not see something / anyone. “Good morning,” he said. “Where are you?”
5 “You must sit down on the grass over there. Say nothing / everything and I’ll watch you.”
/5

18 Complete the sentences. Use the adjectives in the box.
young

heavy

difficult

big

old

1 “At home, everything is very small and elephants are too

near
.”
.

2 But he did not like that drawing because the sheep looked too
3 I will not draw a picture of my plane because that is too

.

4 “She made me happy because she was beautiful, but I was too
5 “Sit on the grass near to me, but not too
6 “My body is too

to understand.”

.”
. I can’t take it with me.”
/6

19 Complete these lists. Put the words from the box into the correct categories.
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draw

grown-up

volcano

mountain

crash

planet

fall

prince

king

Actions:
People:
Places:
/9
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20 Read the definitions. Choose the correct words from the box. There are two extra words.
golden

alone

echo

bite

sunset

corn

bucket

muzzle

1 Having a yellow colour.
2 You have no one with you.
3 To cut a person or thing with your teeth.
4 You say something on top of a mountain. Then you hear it again and again.
5 You can get water from a well in this.
6 You can see this at the end of the day.

/6
/130
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